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We have provided video footage to supplement Figure 4, showing still images from the mast-based launch,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uexBpa7ovts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2es08DBu6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noZ38Vj0Ld8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY1yvzaQYH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMpwjRqe0g4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k50HvzitpzQ
We have further provided video footage to supplement Figure 7, showing still images of the wing, filmed from the kite control unit,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoPYF3UDXQ8

and still images of the wing filmed from the other wing tip,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsL3Qy7Q1i0

a figure eight maneuver filmed from the ground,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laNjyl_qtQ

and a similar maneuver filmed from a camera drone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3wwaE7Ul2DY